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EFFECTS OF THE CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected the Virginia Section in a variety of ways:
M

The March 13 meeting of the Section, scheduled for RandolphMacon College in Ashland, was cancelled. The presentation of the
R. Gerald Bass Award for Exceptional Service to Dr. Ann Marie Sullivan
will be scheduled for a later date.

M

The April 17 meeting of the Section, scheduled for the University
of Virginia in Charlottesville, was cancelled, as was the annual
Undergraduate Research Poster session.

M

The Chemists Celebrate Earth Week (CCEW 2020) program,
scheduled for April 25 at the Science Museum of Virginia in Richmond,
was cancelled.

M

The spring meeting of the Executive Committee of the Virginia Section
was postponed. It was held as a virtual meeting, using Zoom, on
June 19.

M

The 2020 meeting of the Virginia Academy of Science that was
scheduled for May 28-30 at James Madison University was cancelled
as was the annual meeting of the Junior Academy of Science.

FUTURE EVENTS IN THE VIRGINIA SECTION
Note: The continuing COVID-19 Pandemic will undoubtedly affect these planned
activities. Check the Section website (www.acsva.org) for updates.
August, 2020 - Virginia Mentorship Program Roll-Out (date to be determined). A social to
begin the Fall Mentorship Program sponsored by the Younger Chemists Committee.
August 13, 2020 - YCC Interview Workshop. A program sponsored by the Younger
Chemists Committee on job interviews. This will be a virtual event using Zoom.
September 18, 2020 - Section Meeting at Virginia State University. This will probably be a
virtual event. More information will be provided in future issues of The Bulletin and on the
Section website.
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September 26, 2020 - Women’s Leadership Workshop, Part I. This will be a virtual event
using Zoom.
October 24, 2020 - Women’s Leadership Workshop, Part II. This will be a virtual event using
Zoom.

STATEMENT ON INCLUSION AND DIVERSITY
IN THE CHEMICAL SCIENCES
The Royal Society of Chemistry adopted this statement on June 8, 2020. The American
Chemical Society and 22 other chemical societies from around the world have endorsed the
statement:
Sexism, racism, discrimination against LGBTQ+ people and many
other forms of inequality are sadly all too prevalent in the chemical
sciences, both at individual and institutional levels.
Some in our community still hold attitudes that are outdated, offensive
and discriminatory. We will not stand for this.
Diversity and equality are fantastic strengths in workplaces, in culture
and in wider society. This is not only demonstrated by overwhelming
evidence from decades of research, but we also hold it is morally the
only acceptable position.
As a chemistry society, and a voice for chemistry, we have an
obligation to do all we can to eradicate discrimination and inequality
in the chemical sciences.

VIRGINIA SECTION DIVERSITY STATEMENT
Several members of the Executive Committee of the Virginia Section have been working on a
diversity statement for the Section. Michael Hunnicutt and Charlene Crawley have been
leading this effort with input from other ACS members. They have drafted a statement on
“Racial Justice and Equality, and the ACS’s Core Values of Diversity, Respect, and Inclusion.”
The draft statement can be found on the Virginia Section website, www.acsva.org (click on the
About Us tab on the home page, then on Diversity Statement). All members of the Virginia
Section, and others, are invited to share thoughts and ideas on this issue. Comments can be
sent to Mike at mhunnicutt@vcu.edu and to Charlene at cdcrawle@vcu.edu.

ACS RESOURCES TO SUPPORT DIVERSITY, INCLUSION & RESPECT
Here is a statement from the national office of the American Chemical Society
on advancing ACS’ Core Value of Diversity, Inclusion & Respect: “We believe in
the strength of diversity in all its forms, because inclusion of and respect for
diverse people, experiences, and ideas lead to superior solutions to world
challenges and advances chemistry as a global, multidisciplinary science”. The
ACS has a variety of resource materials that support this core value. These
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include ACS statements, courses, guides, and multimedia resources. A list of resources can
be found at
https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/membership-and-networks/acs/welcoming/diversity/html.
“True diversity and inclusion happens through action. ACS and its members prove their
commitment through a variety of initiatives that include educational programs, awards, and
other activities.”

*** VIRGINIA SECTION NEWS ***
THE CHAIR’S CORNER
I sincerely hope that you, your family, friends and colleagues are safe
and healthy as we all confront the COVID-19 pandemic. We are very
grateful to many of our members, along with colleagues from across
the Chemistry enterprise who are at the leading edge of research to
develop rapid tests and to synthesize efficient drugs to treat the
diseases caused by COVID-19.
The Virginia Section remains committed to helping our members
navigate the numerous challenges created by the COVID-19
pandemic. We are continuing our 2020 planned activities as virtual
meetings and I hope to see very strong participation from the section
members to make these events as successful as possible. On
September 18, we will have our first Zoom meeting, organized by
Virginia State University and recognizing outstanding science
teachers of Virginia. I encourage you to attend all our coming Zoom
meetings and I urge you to contact me with recommendations for
speakers, events, and activities for the coming years. We will continue to carefully monitor the
COVID-19 pandemic to see if the October and November Meetings can be held in person,
and we will communicate any changes that may be required. Also, please visit our website:
https://acsva.org for the latest information about the Virginia Section.
Stay safe and to continue working together to overcome this pandemic and emerge stronger
and more resilient for the future.
...Samy El-Shall, Virginia Section Chair - mselshal@vcu.edu

TEACHER AWARDS
The Virginia Section of the American Chemical Society recognizes outstanding science
teachers each year. Larry White , Chair of the Teacher Awards Committee, has announced
these recipients for the 2020 teacher awards:
%

DISTINGUISHED ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE TEACHER Dona Breen, Moss-Nuckols Elementary School, Louisa County
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%

DISTINGUISHED MIDDLE SCHOOL SCIENCE TEACHER Jeffrey Peake, Skyline Middle School, Harrisonburg

%

FRANKLIN D. KIZER DISTINGUISHED HIGH SCHOOL CHEMISTRY
TEACHER Gary Lutz, Prince Edward County High School

Each recipient will receive a plaque from the Virginia Section and a check for $300. Also, their schools
will each receive $300 for use in purchasing materials to enhance science instruction. More
information on the award winners and the presentations will appear in the September issue of the
Virginia Section Bulletin and on the Section website.
The first award to an outstanding chemistry teacher was given to Lawrence W. Jarman in 1948. He
was the Head of the Science Department at Thomas Jefferson High School in Richmond. Jeannie
Bishop, a teacher at Liberty Middle School in Hanover County, received the first middle school teacher
in 1990. The first award to an elementary school teacher was presented to Judy Fitzpatrick, a fourth
grade teacher at Short Pump Elementary School in Henrico County, in 2010. In 2011, the Section
honored Franklin D. Kizer by naming the chemistry award in his honor. He was the recipient of the
Distinguished High School Chemistry Teacher Award in 1955 and of the Section’s Distinguished
Service Award in 1978. All three teacher awards have been presented annually since 2010.

CANDIDATES FOR SECTION OFFICES
Dr. Joseph Pompano, Chair of the Nominations Committee, has announced the slate of
candidates for offices of the Virginia Section in 2021. Further information onthe candidates
will appear in a future issue of The Bulletin. Balloting will be conducted in October. Write-in
candidates are permitted for all Section offices. Candidates from the Nominations Committee:
Chair (2021): LaChelle Waller
Chair Elect (2021): Vanessa Lopez
Vice Chair (2021): Jack Brown
Secretary (2021): Julian Bobb
Treasurer (2021): Rob Davidson
Councilor (2021-2023):
Linette Watkins
Alternate Councilor (2021-2023):
Joseph Crockett
Trustee (2021-2023):
James Demas

YOUNGER CHEMISTS COMMITTEE (YCC) RECEIVES
GRANTS FROM NATIONAL ACS
The Younger Chemists Committee (YCC) has been awarded a $500 Corporation Associates
Local Section Grant by the ACS Board Committee on Corporation Associates. This grant is
awarded to a local section that intends to host industry-focused events. The grant to the
Virginia Section will be used to support the upcoming Fall’s Women’s Leadership Workshop
being organized jointly by the Younger Chemists and Women Chemists committees. The YCC
also received a $200 Local Section Grant from the National YCC. This grant was given to
support the ACS Virginia Mentorship Program activities this Fall.
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YCC HOSTED A FREE WEBINAR:
“A DAY IN THE LIFE OF TWO YOUNGER CHEMISTS”
On Wednesday, June 17, 2020, the Younger Chemists Committees
(YCCs) of the Virginia Section, the Eastern New York Section, and
the Philadelphia Section of the ACS hosted a virtual event using
Zoom, “A Day in the Life of Two Younger Chemists”. This is one of
a monthly series that features speakers from different chemistry
fields who share some of their career experiences. This virtual
platform is flexible which makes it easy to access speakers from
across the country. The younger chemist speakers for this event
were Julian Bobb and Ashley Armstrong. Julian Bobb obtained
his Ph.D. in physical chemistry from the Department of Chemistry at
Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) under the supervision
of Dr. M. Samy El-Shall. He is currently a Postdoctoral Research Fellow in the Department of
Chemical & Life Science Engineering at VCU. He also graciously serves as the Virginia
Section’s YCC chair. Ashley Armstrong graduated from VCU with a B.S. in chemistry with a
concentration in biochemistry. She conducted undergraduate research in El-Shall’s Lab under
the supervision of Dr. Bobb, developing palladium catalysts for carbon-carbon cross coupling
reactions. Ashley currently works at DuPont as a Quality Investigator and also serves on the
executive committee of the Virginia Section YCC.
At the event, Julian and Ashley shared with the attendees some of
their educational, research, career, and professional development
experiences. The last 30 minutes of the event was allotted to Q&A by
the participants. The Q&A session was moderated by Skyler Gentry,
an undergraduate chemistry student at VCU. The 25 young
professionals and students (high school, undergraduate and
graduate) who attended this event represented the Virginia, Eastern
New York, Philadelphia, and Nashville YCCs. The attendees (~40%
ACS Members) also learned about the vision, mission and goals of
the YCC, how to get connected/involved, and about upcoming virtual
activities being planned. The Virginia Section is looking forward to cohosting more virtual professional development activities with other YCC local sections to
support the needs of younger chemists across the country.

YCC HOSTED A FREE WEBINAR:
“NAVIGATING YOUR CHEMISTRY CAREER IN A COVID-19 WORLD”
On Wednesday, June 24, 2020, the ACS Virginia, Eastern New York
and Philadelphia Sections’ Younger Chemists Committees hosted a free
and timely virtual webinar on Zoom titled “Navigating Your Chemistry
Career in a COVID-19 World”. This webinar was presented by
Mr. Joseph Martino. Mr. Martino graduated from Villanova University
with a Master of Science in Chemistry. From there, Joe served as Senior
Chemist at Arkema in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania. He then was a
Scientist at GlaxoSmithKline. Joe is currently an independent contractor
for the American Chemical Society (ACS), where he serves as a
Presenter for the ACS Career Pathways series of career workshops.
He is also the current Chair of the ACS Philadelphia Section.
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At the webinar, which was moderated by Isabella Goodenough (Ph.D. chemistry student at
Temple University), Mr. Martino shared employment concerns, tips to help participants guide
their career through the COVID-19 pandemic, and strategies for teleconferencing and virtual
networking. He also discussed options for furloughed or downsized jobs due to COVID-19.
Participants were engaged throughout the event by participating in polls and the Q&A session
at the end. About 29 attendees (~50% ACS Members) participated, including college students
and young professionals from across the country as well as a college student from Mexico.
About 95% of the attendees rated this event as excellent or very good, 81% were
undergraduate students/graduate students/post-docs, and 81% said that they would attend
future YCC professional development events.
[the information on YCC events was provided by Dr. Julian Bobb,
Chair of the YCC for the Virginia Section]

OUTSTANDING CHEMISTRY GRADUATES
Each year, the Virginia Section recognizes graduating seniors from colleges and universities
within the Section. Schools in the Virginia Section were invited to nominate senior chemistry
majors for this honor. Each student received a Certificate of Recognition, a copy of Sam
Kean’s book, The Disappearing Spoon, and a stipend to be used for ACS membership dues.
Congratulations to these outstanding students for the year 2020:
College/University

Student

Bridgewater College

Gabrielle Perkins

College of William & Mary

Ruth Ann Beaver

Eastern Mennonite University

Leah Lapp

Hampden-Sydney College

Charles A. Wolfe

James Madison University

Erin Krist

Longwood University

Corri Calandra

Mary Baldwin University

Bethany Taylor

Randolph-Macon College

Gabrielle Nelson

Shenandoah University

Kyle Albert

University of Mary Washington

Allison Burgess

University of Richmond

Dani Sklar

University of Virginia

Connor Vincent Headley

Virginia Commonwealth University

Alan Branigan

Virginia State University

Jocelyn R. Brown

Virginia Union University

Charles Whitehead-Tillery
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THE NATIONAL HISTORIC CHEMICAL LANDMARK
Proposed to the American Chemical Society
Located on the Ground Floor of the Rotunda at the University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia
After completion of his term as President of the United States of
America in 1809, Thomas Jefferson returned to his home, Monticello,
near Charlottesville, Viginia. Ten years later he became the founder and
rector (president) of the University of Virginia and designed the original
campus, referred to as the “academical village,” which includes the
iconic Rotunda as its centerpiece. Jefferson had a wide variety of
interests, one of which included chemistry and its education. He decided
that the ground floor of the Rotunda would make a ideal location for a
chemistry classroom and laboratory. There is considerable record of his
extensive collaboration with the former president James Madison, Joseph Cabell of the Board of
Visitors, and Antoine -Laurent Lavoisier, considered the father of modern chemistry, about chemical
education and the design of this facility for its teaching. At the suggestion of John C. Calhoun, about
the time he became Vice President of the United States, recommending a possible chemistry teacher,
Jefferson decided to approach John Patton Emmett about being the chemistry teacher at the
University. The discussion among these men included such details as class size, room and seating
arrangements to conserve the teacher’s voice, and allowing for the visualization of chemical phenomena
and activities on the part of the instructor and the students.
One of the possible facilities proposed for the Laboratory, was a Chemical Hearth. During the circa
1825 construction of the Rotunda, in a 6 foot by 5 foot niche covered with plaster, was a five station
brick and plaster chemical hearth which was capable of providing a wide range of temperatures for
various chemical activities.
In the mid 1890s, the Rotunda suffered a fire causing extensive damage, including the chemistry
classroom and laboratory. One result was the construction of walls, one of which covered the hearth, so
it was assumed that the hearth was lost.
In 2013, the University began renovation of the Ground Floor of the Rotunda, and the John G. Waites
Associates, Architects, were selected to oversee the work. During preliminary architectural work of the
Ground Floor, when one section of the wall was removed, it was discovered that it covered the Chemical
Hearth still largely intact. In the time since that discovery, the Ground Floor has undergone extensive
renovation, including restoration of the chemical hearth, installation of display cases of chemical lab
artifacts found in archeological work around the Rotunda, and a clock donated to the University by
Thomas Jefferson.
According to Brian Hogg, Office of the Architect of UVA and his colleagues and Larry White and
Lauran White, there is little evidence of any physical remains of chemistry classrooms or laboratories
remaining of the time before the early 1800s anywhere in the world.
Application was made to the National Historic Chemical Landmark Committtee of the ACS Board
Committee of Public Affairs and Public Relations of the American Chemical Society by the Virginia
Section of the ACS. In mid-May, the Landmark Committee approved the nomination unanimously and
it was sent to the ACS Board Committee on Public Affairs and Public Relations. The Board committee
approved the proposal at their June meeting. Plans are being made for a dedication and presentation at
the Rotunda, probably next spring.
...Larry White, Chair of the History Committe
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REPORT ON THE FEBRUARY MEETING OF THE VIRGINIA SECTION
The most recent meeting of the Section was held at the University of Richmond on Friday,
February 28, 2020. This was the annual W. Allan Powell Lectureship. Professor B. Frank
Gupton was the Powell Lecturer for 2020. He is the Chair of the Chemical and Life Science
Engineering Department at Virginia Commonwealth University and heads the Medicines for All
(M4ALL) program. An overflow crowd of over 150 persons heard Dr. Gupton speak on
“Pharmaceutical Processing in the 21st Century: Seeing What Others Have Seen and Thinking
What No One Has Thought.” Dr. Raymond Dominey, Associate Professor of Chemistry at
the University of Richmond, presided at the meeting and introduced Dr. Gupton. Dr. Gupton
received a B.S. degree from the University of Richmond (U of R). In his remarks, he noted
that Dr. Allan Powell was his advisor at U of R and that Dr. Richard Mateer was one of his
chemistry teachers. He worked with Dr. Richard Topham on his undergraduate research.
At the conclusion of his talk, Dr. LaChelle Waller, Chair Elect of the Virginia Section,
presented Dr. Gupton with the engraved Jefferson Cup that is given to speakers at Section
meetings. Special guests at the Powell Lectureship included three of Dr. Powell’s relatives –
his son Bill Powell, his daughter Elizabeth Yerxa, and his granddaughter Anna Yerxa.
Adele Topham, widow of Dick Topham, was also present. The Virginia Section thanks
Raymond Dominey and the Department of Chemistry at the University of Richmond for
sponsoring this meeting.

John Gupton

Bill Powell and John Gupton

John Gupton and Jerry Bass

Anna Yerxa, Elizabeth
Yerxa, and Bill Powell

John Gupton and Bill Welstead
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OUTREACH VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR
Dr. Michael Hunnicutt, Chair of the Project SEED Committee
for the Virginia Section, has been named the Outreach
Volunteer of the Year. ACS Volunteer of the Year (VOTY)
awards recognize the immeasurable efforts made by ACS local
section volunteers who conduct outreach and teach the public
about chemistry. ACS presents awardees with a small gift and
a certificate during a meeting or event hosted by the local
section. The awardees are also recognized at the annual
ChemLuminary Awards, on social media, and in a special
article in C&EN (see the March 2/9, 2020 issue).
Here is the description of Dr. Hunnicutt’s award: “The Virginia Section recognizes Michael
Hunnicutt, Project SEED Committee Chair, for his outstanding commitment and service to the
Section. As an assistant professor of chemistry at Virginia Commonwealth University,
Dr. Hunnicutt led the first ever ACS Project SEED Program in Virginia in 2017. His efforts
over the past three years have resulted in 15 local high school students participating in the
program. Students conducted graduate level research, participated in enrichment activities,
and were able to get exposure to the college experience. Pertinent to his extraordinary
leadership efforts, more Virginia Colleges and Universities are leading their own programs.”
Mike has sent this note to the Virginia Section:
“My most sincere thanks to the VA section for this generous award and
recognition. The award is truly a reflection of the work and support of my
colleagues in the VCU Chemistry department who support Project SEED and
other chemistry outreach activities. I am blessed to be doing things I truly
enjoy and to be in a position to give back a small fraction of what has been
given to me. With much gratitude.....Mike H.”

SECTION NOMINATED FOR CHEMLUMINARY AWARDS
The Virginia Section has been nominated for ten ChemLuminary Awards. These awards are
presented to local sections and divisions by the national ACS. The Virginia Section has won
19 of these over the years, including one last year. The new nominations are for minority
affairs activities, National Chemistry Week, Project SEED, Chemists Celebrate Earth Week,
and Younger Chemists and Women Chemists programs. The recipients of the national
awards will be announced in August.
The Bulletin is published nine times a year
by the Virginia Section of the American Chemical Society
Editor: James Beck, 1977 Vesonder Road, Petersburg, VA 23805
(804) 733-5286; beckjd1977@comcast.net
Publisher: Will Lewis, (804) 586-5492; wlewis8669@aol.com
Chair of the Virginia Section: Samy El-Shall, (804) 828-2753;
mselshal@vcu.edu
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...A LOOK BACK...
The American Chemical Society granted a charter to the Virginia Section on April 9, 1915.
On October 24, 2015, the Section celebrated its 100 th year of operation with an Anniversary Gala. In
this series of articles, we will take a look back at the early years of the Section.
The first issues of the Virginia Section Bulletin were published in 1923. The idea for a monthly
newsletter to take the place of and supplement the ordinary monthly meeting notices that were sent to
members of the Section is credited to Mr. Lloyd C. Bird, who was then Secretary of the Section.
Although the suggestion was not met with much enthusiasm, Mr. Bird went ahead with the plans for
The Bulletin, with the first issues (Volume I) distributed in 1923. Unfortunately, no extant copies of
the 1923 publications have been found, but the Section does possess copies of the October,
November, and December issues from 1924 (Volume II, Nos. 1, 2, and 3).
The October, 1924 issue of The Bulletin announced the meeting that was scheduled for October 3 at
the Medical College of Virginia in Richmond. The speaker was Dr. Arthur L. Walters of the Eli Lilly
Company who spoke on “Insulin.” Supper could be had at the Univ ersity Club for “About a Dollar.”
Reservations were taken by Mr. Braxton Valentine, Chair of the Entertainment Committee. [See
article below for more information on L. C. Bird and Braxton Valentine.]
The October, 1924 issue of The Bulletin included advertisements for the J. T. Baker Chemical
Company (“Bakers Analysed” C. P. Chemicals and Acids), the Medical College of Virginia (State
Institution – Stuart McGuire, M. D., President), and the Arthur H. Thomas Company (Laboratory
Rubber Tubing, Pure Gum).
The 1924 officers of the Section included Chairman Hall Canter, Randolph-Macon College; ViceChairman H. K. McConnell, Tobacco By-Products & Chemical Corp.; Secretary-Treasurer Edwin
Cox; and Councilor W. F. Rudd, Medical College of Virginia. William Clift was the chairman of the
Membership Committee, Braxton Valentine chaired the Entertainment Committee and W. C. Jones
headed the French Orphan Committee. Although the Editor of The Bulletin in 1924 is not known, it
was probably L. C. Bird.
Editor’s Note: If you are interested in the history of the Virginia Section, you will find a great deal of
information on the Section’s website, www.acsva.org. Click on the About Us tab at the top of the
home page, then on History. Under the History subheading you will find the complete history of the
first 75 years of the Section (1915-1990), compiled by W. Allan Powell and published by the Section
in 1996 under the leadership of Larry H. White. There are other items of historical interest, many of
which were prepared for the 100th anniversary celebration in 2015.

L. C. BIRD AND BRAXTON VALENTINE
Lloyd C. Bird and Braxton Valentine were both active in the early years of the Virginia Section of
the ACS (see article above on “...A LOOK BACK...”) L. C. Bird graduated from the Medical College
of Virginia in 1917. He was a pharmacist, businessman, and politician who served as a Virginia State
Senator for 28 years (1944-1972). He taught at the Medical College of Virginia (MCV) and while in
the state Senate, he played a major role in the merger of MCV with the Richmond Professional
Institute to form Virginia Commonwealth University. He received the Distinguished Service Award
from the Virginia Section in 1953. L. C. Bird High School in Chesterfield County is named for him.
In 1925, Bird partnered with Morris Phipps to start Phipps & Bird, a business that provided laboratory
apparatus, chemicals, and other products for scientific education. Phipps eventually left the business,
while Bird gave up his teaching career to focus on running the Phipps & Bird company. They
eventually became one of the nation’s larger laboratory supply distributors with a catalog of over
15,000 items, many of which they produced at their own manufacturing operation. In 1967, Bird sold
the company to General Medical Corporation and the Phipps & Bird laboratory supply business was
merged with General Medical’s to form a new entity, General Scientific. Today, Phipps & Bird is a
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private, woman-owned small business based in Richmond, Virginia. They are known for their jar
testers, samplers, and belt press simulators for water and water treatment facilities, but market a
variety of items for world-wide distribution.
C. Braxton Valentine was a grandson of Mann Satterwhite
Valentine, II who was born in Richmond in 1824. Mann Valentine
served in the Virginia State Reserves during the Civil War. After the
war he conducted a large mercantile business. He had an intense
interest in science and studied under chemistry professors at the
College of William & Mary and the Medical College of Virginia. In
1871 he produced Valentine’s Meat Juice, a “nourishing protein
tonic” that was reputed to have “strength-giving properties.” By1873
the company was processing 800 pounds of beef a day into the
Meat Juice product. Mann and his meat juice represented Virginia at
the 1878 Paris World Exposition. When Mann Valentine died in
1893 his seven sons took over the company. Valentine’s Meat-Juice Company remained in the
family until it closed in 1986. Corbin Braxton Valentine was the son of Henry Lee Valentine. He and
his father both worked for the Valentine Meat Juice company. Braxton Valentine was the Chairman
of the Virginia Section in 1934.
Mann S. Valentine II provided the original bequest for the Valentine Museum, leaving his valuable
collection of art and artifacts, the John Wickham House in Richmond, and a $50,000 endowment.
The collection of art and artifacts was the foundation of the exhibitions when the Valentine Museum
opened in 1898 as the first private museum in the City of Richmond. Mann’s brother Edward
Virginius Valentine was a well-known sculptor who served as the museum’s first president from its
opening in 1898 until his death in 1930. He left a large collection of sculpture, furniture, papers, and
memorabilia to the museum. In 2014, the museum changed its name to the Valentine. The Wickham
House and the Edward V. Valentine Sculpture Studio are part of the Valentine.

WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP
This year’s Women’s Leadership Workshop will be presented by the Women Chemists Committee
and the Younger Chemists Committee in two parts. Part I will be held on Saturday, September 26,
10:00 am - noon and will feature Susan Staniski as the Keynote Speaker. She is the Director of the
Eastern Virginia Forensic Laboratory. Part II is scheduled for Saturday, October 24, 10:00 am - noon.
Both sessions will be virtual (the Zoom link will be announced later) and both will feature breakout and
networking sessions. Women leaders are needed to lead the “roundtable” discussions on topics such
as leadership, equality in the workplace, work/life balance, networking, and personal branding.
Contact Stacey Sank, Chair of the Women Chemists Committee, if you are interested:
stacey.x.sank@gsk.com.

YCC INTERVIEW WORKSHOP
The ACS Virginia, Philadelphia, Eastern New York, Northern New York, Nashville, and St. Louis Local
Section Younger Chemists Committees are hosting an Interview Workshop on Thursday, August
13th, 2020 from 6:30 – 7:30 PM EDT via Zoom. This workshop will provide targeted assistance to
help participants succeed on a job interview in today’s job market. We will have several ACS Career
Consultants that will offer guidance in several fields, encompassing academia, industry, government,
non-profit, and non-traditional.

NOBEL PRIZE WINNER WAS POWELL LECTURER
The March issue of the Virginia Section Bulletin included a list of Nobel Prize winners who had
presented talks at the Powell Lectureships at the University of Richmond (U of R). Section member
Ellen Gilliam noted an omission from the list. Dr. Gertrude Elion, who gave the Powell lecture at
U of R on March 21,1997, received a Nobel Prize in 1988. Her Nobel was in Physiology or Medicine.

